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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
Man in his continued thirst for knowledge has searched down through
the ages to find answers to pertinent questions that have puzzled and
baffled him. He has received many of his greatest joys in finding the ob¬
jective answers to his problems. Because of the writer's interest in
various problems related to good teaching, and because of the many (questions
concerning this general topic raised by his associates in many meetings,
the problem of this thesis has evolved, namely, an evaluation of nine
teachers in Richmond County, Georgia, by three raters and by the achieve¬
ment of their pupils. This study is undertaken in order to obtain answers
to the following questions which grow out of the problem:
1. What is the teacher's proficiency in teaching as determined
by a group of qualified persons on an objective rating scale
over a three month period?
2. What are the teacher's rankings as determined by the differences
in scores of her pupils on two forms of the same achievement
test administered three months apart during the school term?
3. What difference in results is found when question 2 above is





Down through the years the history of education reveals that most
of our educational ideas have been held and practiced to a certain extent
by previous generations. Many times, these ideas are rediscovered and de¬
veloped with so much confidence that they are accepted before their exact
worth is determined by concrete information. However, few have attempted
to evaluate teachers on an objective rating scale, and very few, if any,
have compared such ratings with the actual achievement of the pupils. But
many studies have been conducted in order to determine whether or not
pupils show greater progress under one set of teacher practices, as they
are carried on in different schools, over against another. One of the
most noted students or writers of this type is Wright stone from TJhom the
following quotation is taken:
The comparative measurement of pupils'
achievement in attaining the major
objectives of elementary education in
selected experimental and conventional
schools indicates equal or superior
achievement for the experimental practices.
Such evidence may be interpreted as
tentative proof of the validity of the
educational theory and principles upon
which the newer-type practices in selected
schools are established,"*^
He says further:
In order to appraise teacher practices
and safeguard progress, there is need
of further comprehensive studies of out¬
comes as well as the invention of new and^
more inclusive techniques of measurement.
iT Jacob Vu'ayne Wright stone. Appraisal of Newer Elementary School
Practices, New York,19331 FT~220
2, Ibid, pT~’221,
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Wrightstone concludes here that there is an advantage for the
newer type teaching, hut the writer calls attention to his 1938 report
in which, after comparing traditional and progressive schools he did not
get a critical ratio of 3,0 to substantiate his findings,^
Another study, differing somewhat from Wrightstone's study, and
dealing more directly with the teacher is pertinent to the writer's
problem, Thomas Briggs received permission for one of his graduate
students to visit classes in New York and observe without prejudice.
He visited 104 classes and found out many things about the teachers who
were being paid the higher salaries and supposedly holding the better
jobs. Not one of them used the best methods. Four out of every five
of the teachers were conventionally teaching from the text-book. Only
a few of the teachers visited taught the relationship of the various
subjects. The only purposes advanced in the classes by the teachers
were those found in the text-book. In most of the classes, however,
the pupils were very much interested. Correlations of various factors
showed teacher dominance, but in spite of this, pupils were interested
and appeared to have some purpose in their work. Questions by the teacher
and answers by the pupils was the procedure in 65 per cent of the classes.
Three-fourths of the teachers had no outstanding qualities. Recitations
were conventional in 75 per cent of the classes. Only one-fourth of the
assignments made by the teachers were good, Brigg's conclusions from
■these data point definitely toward the conventional type of teaching,
and show that many so-c411ed good teachers ignore the newer practices,
1, J. Mirry Lee and Doris M. Lee, The Child and His Curriculum,
New York, 1930, p, 177,
2, Thomas H, Briggs, ”The Practices of The Best High School Teachers,"
School Review, Vol, 43, 1935, pp 745-752,
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The vrriter's problem, though concerned with pupil achievement
like Wri^tstone's study, and also, concerned with current teacher
practices as was Brigg's article, is different in that it approaches
both the procedures employed by Wright stone and by Briggs in their studies
then, it goes further in that the teachers are rated objectively, first
by qualified persons, and then, on the basis of the achievement of their
pupils.
Statement of Value
The study will show teacher ratings by qualified persons on an
objective rating scale, teacher proficiency in the light of the achieve¬
ment of their pupils as related to the latter's intelligence. This will,
in turn, help answer the question for the principals of Richmond County
as to which are the teachers they should recommend for their schools,
and it will also serve as added information for those who are interested




The Negro teachers and pupils of the seventh grade classes of
Richmond County, Georgia, were used for the working out of this problem.
The seventh grade pupils were selected because the writer felt they
would have had enough training to make the study significant, having
been in school longer than the children in the six lower grades. There
were six schools, nine teachers, and nine classes.
Two of the teachers in this group were men, and seven of the
group were women. The range of teacher experience of this group of nine
teachers extended from 2 years to about forty years. Only one of the
teachers was not a college graduate, and two had done work above the
bachelor's degree.
The nine different classes, of course, varied in size. The
smallest class was composed of two pupils and both were girls. On the
other hand, the largest class was composed of 20 girls and 11 boys. The
next largest class had in it 19 girls and 9 boys. Two of the classes
were composed of 18 girls and 8 boys, and two other classes were composed
of 18 girls and 7 boys. There were 18 girls and 6 boys in another one
of the classes, and 15 girls and 4 boys in the last class. This is shown
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*For explanation of the letters under Teacher's Class, see Chapter III
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Table II, Page B, shows the number of children at each age level
for the nine classes combined. As one may see, 14 was the modal age. It
is also interesting to note that there were three children as young as 11
and 21 who were 16 or over.
Bating Scale
The Morrisonian ^ting Scale Profile For Teachers was used by
the raters as an objective basis for rating the nine teachers whose
classes were tested. It has at least two valuable features. First, it
separates skills and traits, and, second, it permits the rating of a
teacher in terms of percentage. A copy of this scale is available in the
appendix, however, summary profile may be seen in Figure I, page 10.^
Rater s
Each teacher was visited and rated by three persons. The writer
rated each teacher. In addition to the writer, the other two raters were
W. T. Johnson, a graduate student in the Education Department, Atlanta
University, and by the principals of the various schools except where
the principal was the seventh grade teacher. In these cases. Dr. J. W.
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THE MORRISON RATING SCALE PROFILE FOR TEACHERS
SUJilMARY PROFILE*
TRAITS 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Attitude Toward Suggestions
Appearance
Desire for Professional Growth
Initiative
Interest in Life of Community






» Willingness to Cooperate
SKILLS
Ability to Awaken Interest and Effort
Ability to Discipline
Ability to Mix with Others
Application of Subject Matter to Present-Day Needs
Aptness in Using Illustrative Material
Clarifying Purposes Underlying Teachers Procedures
Definiteness in Making Assignments
Effectiveness in Getting Pupil Participation
Effective Use of Questions
i» Explaining Subject Matter
■« Use of English
:» Use of Test Materials
se a black line to connect points of rating for self-analysis*
fse a rdd line for ratings by a supervisor*
fse a green line to show ratings by class*
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Intelligence Test
The Detroit Alpha Intelligence Test was used for the testing of
the intelligence of the groups* Form S was used for the first testing and
Form T for the second testing. This test seems to strike a fair balance
between verbal and non-verbal material, A copy is included in the appendix.^
Achievement Test
For testing achievement the Public School Achievement Test was
used. Battery A, Form I, was used for the first testing, and Battery A,
Form 2, was used for the second testing. The parts of the test are reading,
arithmetic computation, arithmetic reasoning, language, and spelling, A
2
copy of this may be found in the appendix.
Procedure for Collecting Data
The permission to conduct this study in the schools of Richmond
County, Georgia, was granted by the superintendent in his office at a
meeting with the writer on August 30, 1942, Following the first meeting
of the principals, September 30, 1942, in the conference room of the Board
of Education's building, permission was given by them to conduct this study
in their schools with their help. The writer then secured the promises of
the nine teachers used in this study to give complete cooperation. The





The study proper began with the rating of the teachers. The
raters had been invited into discussions of the scale before beginning
with the actual rating. After the initial intelligence and achievement
tests were given the pupils, the principal of the school rated the teacher
on the next day. This rating was followed by that of the writer on the
same day. After both of these ratings, the teacher was visited and rated
by the third rater. Three principals were teachers. These were rated by
D. J, W. Lyda on the next day after the tests were given. After these
first ratings, the raters were allowed to make visits to the teachers'
classes whenever they wished to do so. Many visits were made by each
rater, and a composite score passed in to the writer at the end of the
three month period.
The initial tests were given by the teachers under the supervision
of the writer. Due to factors beyond control, three of the classes were
not tested until about ten days after the other six classes had been tested.
These six classes were given the intelligence and achievement tests on the
22nd of February, 1943.
In order to avoid the confusion of the last week of school, the
final tests were administered to five classes on the 18th of May, 1943.
The remaining four classes were tested about one week later. As was the
case in the administering of the initial tests, the final tests were
given by the teacher under the writer's supervision.
CHAPTER III
PRESENTATION OF DATA AND INTERPRETATION
Data from Rating the Teachers
Table III, page IJ, presents the combined ratings of the three
judges for each of the nine teachers. The highest possible score is 7200,
and the lowest is 9« For this study the highest score was 6015 and the
lowest 5125. One may see that the ratings in this study are relatively
hi^. This may reflect the rather lenient standards upon which the raters
agreed and were guided in their ratings.
In order to conceal the identify of the teachers in this study,
they are referred to with letters from A to I, As one may see in Table
III, Teacher A should be considered the teacher who received the highest
rating and the others follow alphabetically according to the ratings
they were given.
Data from Intelligence Test
The intelligence of the class with which the teacher is working
is a vital factor. Table IV, page 15, presents the raw scores made by
the pupils on the Detroit Alpha Intelligence Test, both Form S and Form %
for the first and second administration in that order. In order to obtain
a more reliable indication of the intelligence of the children in the nine

















The highest score made on the intelligence test was 237 made by
Teacher E's class. The lowest score, 121, was made by Teacher D’s class#
These scores which are the averages of the two administrations are reported
in Table IX#^ As one may see, there is not a great difference between the
classes of Teachers A,B,D,F,G.H, and I,
Data from Achievement Test
■‘■able V, page 19, presents the itemized scores that were made by
each class in the five subjects included in the achievement test# There
are three criteria which reveal the achievement of each of "the classes#
They are the total gained by each class on the second over the first test,
the gains in the "Tarious subjects, and the composite score for each class
according to the rankings of the class in each of the five subjects#
The greatest total gain, 22 points, on the second test as compared
■wi-fch the first, was made by the class of Teacher H# According to the
criterian of total gain, this teacher is the most effective# However,
Teachers E and F might be considered nearly as effective, since their
pupils gained 19 and 18 respectively# On the other hand. Teachers I and
D might be thought of as the least effective, in ■view of the fact, that
■they lost 8 and 7 points respectively# The other teacher classes' gains
ranged from 1.9 to 12.9.
IT See Appendix, p#
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to Pupils Gain or Loss
Score . Rank Score Rank Score Rank
A 148.7 4 171.1 4 22.4 4
B 127 9 147.5 7 20.5 5
C 129.5 8 114 9 -15.5 9
D 131 7 177.5 3 46.5 1
E 226 1 242.5 1 16.5 6
F 174.5 2 163.7 5 -10.8 8
G 159.5 3 190.7 2 31.2 2
H 136.5 5 146 8 9.5 7
I 135 6 163 6 28 3
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The reliability of tbs difference of each classes scores on the
second test as compared vdth the first was determined by statistical
foimralae.^ The critical ratio for these date ranged from 1.69 for Teacher
E’s class to ,46 for Teacher I's class, which means, that the chance in
a hundred that these differences could be depended upon ranged from 96 to
67. In other words, no one of these differences could be considered highly
reliable since all of them fell below 3,0,
In summary, according to the criterion of total gain of the classes,
the teachers might be ranked in the follov/ing order: H, E, F, A, G, C, B,
D, and I, A complete presentation of these data may be found in Table VI
• 2
in the appendix.
Another criterion for judging the teachers in a consideration of
the gains of their pupils for each of the five subjects of the achievement
test. The test results shov^ that Teachers F's and G’s classes gained in
four subjects, No other teacher’s class gained in as many subjects. This
then, might be taken to re an that Teacher F and G are the most effective on
the basis of individual subject gain. It is interesting to note the subjects
in which the gains took place are reading, arithmetic computation, language,
and spelling. The classes of A, E, and H gained in three subjects. All
of the classes gained in two subjects with the exception of those taught
by Teachers D and I. Those last tvfo mentioned classes, gained in only
1, Henry E, Garrett, Statistics In Psychology And Education, New York,
1938. p. 218.
2, Appendix, p, 25,
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one subject which was spelling. The amount of gain for each class is
shov/n in Table VII in the appendix.^
Soma facts of interest are that every class gained in spelling,
six classes gained in reading, five classes gained in language, thi*ee classes
gained in arithmetic computation, and not a single class gained in arithmetic
reasoning. It should also be mentioned, that some of the gains were only
1 point which very likely means that the gain vms not significant. In all
there vrere 23 gains for the nine classes in the five subjects. In the
writer’s judgment, the criterion of gain for the individual subjects per¬
mits the teachers to be ranked as follows : Gf, F, H, A, E, C, B, I, and D,
In another attempt to rank the teacher according to the achievement
test, each score made by a class on any part of the test was given a rank.
This rank was given to the class regardless of whether it gained or lost.
The class making the highest score was ranked first, and the class making
the lowest gain score, or the greatest loss, was ranked ninth. Table VIII
O
in the appendix shows these results and the standings of the teachers.
Teacher F ranked first v^^ith an itemized total of 13 points, Hovrever, since
Teachers E, G, and H have the same itemized ranking total of 14, the three
would be considered third. It should not be over-looked that these are only 1
point differences from Teacher F's score. The remaining five teachers rank
as follows with total itemized rankings from 20 to 28j A, B, C, D, and I.
1, See Table VII Appendix, p, 26,
2, See Table VIII Appendix, p, 27,
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In order to evaluate the teachers on the basis of the achievement
of their pupils in relationship to the latter's intelligence, the teachers
were ranked according to the intelligence of their classes, and this was
combined with the ranking they had received according to the criteria dis¬
cussed above# Thus, for intelligence. Teacher E whose class scored
highest was ranked ninth, since it was felt that the teacher's class with
the highest intelligence should achieve most. Table DC provides the rank¬
ing discussed here.^ As one may see, the final ranking for the teachers
on the basis of the above explanation is as follows: H, F, G, B, A, E, C,
D, and I.
In order to consider these data in another way, rank order correla¬
tions were determined. It was found that the raters' estimates and the
intelligence ratings by rank order correlation yielded a coefficient of ,27,
It was found that the raters' estimates and the criterion of total gain by
rank order correlation yielded a coefficient, ,il. It was found that the
rater s'estimates and the vario:** sub jectsgains yielded a rank order correla¬
tion of -,21, It was found that the raters' estimates and the composite
rankings yielded a rank order correlation of -,17,..-It was found, also, that
the criterion of total gain and the rankings in the various subjects by
rank order correlation yielded a coefficient of ,76. It was found that the
criterion of subject gain and the composite ranking by rank order correla¬
tion yielded a coefficient of ,89, Though the rank order method includes a
rather large error when a small number is used, these figures seem to be
indicative of little or no melationship between the composite ratings of the
nine teachers by the three judges, and the ratings of them provided by the
criteria involving achievement tests which were employed in this study.
T; gee Table iX, Appendix, p, gS"
TABLE Tv
, ' achievement test scores, gains or losses, critical ratio, and changes in a hundred of a true
I »
I difference for tse total test and each of the five subjects
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This study was directed to the problem of evaluating nine teachers
in Richmond County, Georgia, by three raters and by the achievement of their
pupils* The Negro teachers and pupils of the seventh grade classes of
Richmond County, Georgia, schools were used. There were about nine teachers
qnd about 200 children throughout the experiment. The teachers were ob¬
served, and interviewed by the writer and two other qualified persons, and
then, they were rated on the Morrisonian Rating Scale Profile For Teachers,
Seminar group studies were held in order to prepare the teachers to give
the test, and also, meetings were held with the raters. The pupils of the
various classes were given test both at the beginning and at the end of
the study. The study was conducted for a period of three months, lasting
from the first of March to the last of May the same year, 1943, The J^blic
School Achievement Test was used. Battery A, Forms I and 2, The Detroit
Alpha Intelligence Test was used. Forms S and T, The tests were administered
in ihe classes of the various teachers under the circumstances outlined in
the directions. Each teacher administered the test and the writer supervised.
The results were compiled after the second testing.
It was found that the raters in this study rated the teachers rather
high on the Morrisonian scale* Using letters of the alphabet, the teachers
were referred to alphabetically according to the size of their rank from A to
I, The criterion of difference on the second achievement test as compared
20
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vrith the first revealed that Teacher H's class made the greatest gain of
the nine teachers classes* The others, according to this criterion, were
in the following order t Teachers E, E, F, A, G, C, B, D, and I, When the
gain for subjects was used as a criteria, the order changed to the follow¬
ing: Teachers G, F, H, A, E, C, B, I, and D» The composite ranking of
the teachers for gain or loss in the subjects revealed the following order
of ranking: Teachers F, G, H, E, A, B, C, D, and I, When intelligence
was considered in addition to the other criteria, the ranking changed to
the following: H, F, G, B, A, E, C, D, and I* Correlations were determined
by the rank order method of correlations, and positive relations were found
for the various rankings of the teachers.
Conclusions
I, Since the teachers rate very high on the rating
scale, with scores from 6015 to 5125, according to
the data furnished in this study their proficiency
ranges from 71 to 85 per cent.
2* The differences of scores on two forms of the same
achievement test rank the teachers in the following
order: H, E, F, A, G, C, B, D, and I,
3. When intelligence is included as a factor in conclusion
2, the teachers rank as follows: H, F, G, B, A, E, C,
D, and I*
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From the data of this study it appears that the teachers who
received the middle ratings on the Morrisonian scale were the most effec¬
tive in so far as gain of their pupils on an achievement test may be
used as a criterion.
It is also of interest and importance to note that there appears
to be very little, if any, relationship between the ratings received by the
teachers in this study and the achievement of their pupils.
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TEACHER SAINS IN VARIOUS SUBJECTS
—
TEACHERS Read, Arith.C, Arith,R, Lang, Spelling Total
A 5 8 9 22
B 1 11 12
C 1 6 7
D 1 1
E 4 1 21 26
F 2 3 2 14 21
G 8 5 1 14 28




ITEMIZED RANKINGS AND TOTALS FOR TEACHERS
Teachers Reading Arith.C. Arith. R» Lang, Spell. Total
A 2 6 5 1 6 20
B 4 5 2 5 5 21
C 6 4 3 2 7 22
D 5 6 4 3 8 26
E 7 2 2 2 1 14
F 3 3 2 2 3 13
a 1 1 1 2 9 14
H 2 5 3 2 2 14
I 7 7 6 4 4 28
28
TABLE IX













1 H G F C— 121 H
2 E F G B— 137 F
3 F H H H~ 141 G
4 A A E D— 149 E
5 G E A 1“ 149 A
6 C C B A— 159 E
7 B B C F- 168 C
8 D I D G-- 174 D
9 I D I E- 237 I
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(a) READING
Look at this sentence:
Snow is grey • green - white - blue
Snow is white. So you must draw a ring • around the
word wh tte to show that it is the word that is right.
Now after each sentence below, draw a ring around
the one word that makes the sentence right just as you did
in the example above.
1. A chair has a head - seat - nose - swing
2. A train can move - play • walk - see
3. A mouse can bark - talk - laugh - run
4. Bananas are pink - yellow - blue - grey
5. Cows give milk - cheese - corn - butter
6. A barn is for trains - automobiles - horses - houses
7. We laughwhen we are happy - angry - sad - afraid
Read this story;
Tim is my little dog. He has a funny nose. He has
a white spot on his face.
8. Draw a ring around the word that tells what Tim is.
cat - dog - nose - bear
Read this story. Then answer the questions below it.
One day Jack brought home a big bag of chestnuts
from the woods. He took the bag into the cellar. A little
grey mouse was watching him from a hole in the wall.
Now answer these questions.^ You may read the story
again if you need to.
9. Draw a ring around the word that tells what Jack
brought home. /
apples - cherries - nuts - eggs(
10. What kind of mouse was watching Jack? (Write your
answer on the dotted line.)
11. Where was the mouse?
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Read this poem:
Twinkle, twinkle, little star;
How I wonder what you are t
Up above the world so high,
Like a diamond in the sky.
When the blazing sun is gone,
When he nothing shines upon.
Then you show your little light.
Twinkle, twinkle, all the night.
Then the traveler, in the dark.
Thanks you for your tiny spark;
He could not tell which way to go
If you did not twinkle so.
Now answer these questions. You may read the poem
again if you need to.
12. Draw a ring around the best title for this poem.
The Little Star - The Diamond - The Traveler -
The Sun
13. On the dotted line write what is meant by “diamond
in the sky” (line 4).
14. On the dotted line write whom the star guides at night
Read this story and then answer the questions that
follow it.
Peter was badly frightened. He rushed all over the big
garden, for he had forgotten the way back to the gate. He
lost one of his shoes among the cabbages and the other
shoe among the potatoes.
15. Where was Peter trying to go?
16. How many shoes did he lose?
Read this paragraph and then answer the questions
below it. Read the paragraph again if you need to.
In the same instant they heard a strange yelp from Skip,
mingled with the sound of a falling stone. They looked
around. Skip was gone from the edge of the welll A mo¬
ment before he had been almost at their feet, and now there
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was only an ugly, fresh mark in the earth, where one of the
stones had slipped from the edge. They dreaded to look
down, but a splashing sound came from below, and they
peered over the brink.
17. Draw a line around the word that tells what “brink”
means, drink - well - edge - top
18. What was Skip?
19. Draw a line around the word that means the same
as “yelp”, bark - shout - laugh • help
Write one word on each blank line to make each sen¬
tence correct.
20. The stone that left a on
the ground.
21. The boys were to look into the well
because they thought Skip was .
Read the paragraph. Then answer the questions below it. Read
the paragraph again if you need to.
By the time they got tomarket, poorDobbin was foaming at the
mouth. He was so tired he could hardly stand. He was panting and
was miserable, and if he had been a human being he would have
Cried. Even Carlo, running behind the cart, was breathless. He
dropped down and fell asleep. The people crowded around asking
what was the matter, and Peter bragged of how fast he had made
Dobbin go.
22. What was Dobbin ?
23. Make a check (y') in front of the one statement that tells why
Dobbin was tired.
Because he was foaming at the mouth.
Because he had run fast.
Because Carlo went to sleep.
Because he had pulled a heavy load.
24. Draw a line under the word that means the same as “brag."
drag - bray - boast - pull
25. Draw a line under the right answer:
Carlo was a cat - dog - boy - horse
Page 626.Write a check (z') in front of the statement that tells why
Dobbin didn’t cry.
Because he was tired.
Because he didn’t want to wake Carlo.
Because horses can’t cry.
Because he was afraid of Peter.
Read the paragraph. Then answer the questions below it. Read
the paragraph again if you need to.
Jim had too much faith in Uncle Ted to worry about their being
lost. After they had tramped a bit farther, Jim’s legs began to tire
and ache. Uncle Ted said again, “I think we are going round in a
circle, Jim. When people get confused in the woods they usually do
just that. We could find our way out if we came to an old road that
we could follow.” As they went on Jim began to worry, although he
plodded along bravely beside his uncle. Uncle Ted climbed a tree
and looked about but he could see nothing but forest in all directions.
It was getting late and the shadows were growing deeper in the woods.
27. What did Uncle Ted say that people usually do when they are
lost in the woods?
28. What word is used in the paragraph to mean the same as
“woods ?”
29. Write one word on each blank line to make the sentence correct.
At first wasn’t because his
Uncle Ted was with him.
30. Draw a line under the right answer.
The word “deeper” in the last line means
longer - lower - shorter - farther down
31. What other word is used in the paragraph to mean the same ai
“tramped” (line 2)?
32. Write one word on each blank line to make the sentence correct
Uncle Ted said that if they could find a they couli
get out of the
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Read the poem. Then answer the questions below it. Read the
poem again if you need to.
The melancholy days are come, the saddest of the year.
Of wailing winds, and naked woods, and meadows brown
and sere.
Heaped in the hollows of the grove, the autumn leaves lie dead;
They rustle to the eddying gust, and to the rabbit’s tread.
The robin and the wren are flown, and from the shrubs the jay.
And from the wood-top calls the crow through all the
gloomy day.
33. What season of the year does this poem tell about?
spring - summer - autumn - winter
34. What does the word “melancholy” mean (line 1) ?
happy - rainy - cold - gloomy
35. What is meant by “naked woods” (line 2) ?36.The absence of what birds adds to the sadness of the season ?
Read the paragraph. Then answer the questions below it. Read
the paragraph again if you need to.
Just before the seventeenth century, before any Europeans came
to America to live, Henry Hudson became famous for his skill and
daring as a sailor. Like all English boys, he had heard wonderful
tales of the ocean and of strange adventures in far-away lands. His
grandfather, a London merchant, bought and sold the goods which
ships brought from distant countries. Henry early learned to love
the sea,because his father and uncles were captains of sailing vessels
or merchants. When a young man he made many voyages, and be-
1 came skilled in navigation, the science of sailing ships.
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37. What other word, in the paragraph you have just read, is used
to mean the same as “far-away” (line 4) ?
38. Where did Henry’s grandfather live?
39. What name is given in’ the paragraph to the science of sailing
ships ?
40. Draw a line under the correct answer:
What name is given to a person who buys and sells goods
brought in ships ?
captain - sailor - navigator - merchant
41. What country did Henry Hudson come from?
Read the paragraph. Then answer the questions below it. Read
the paragraph again if you need to.
It is mainly a question of the surface of the paper. A very hard,
very smoothly glazed paper will absorb scarcely^any ink. If we
write on such a paper, the ink takes a long time to dry; and what
makes the writing is simply a layer of the solid matter left by the
ink that lies on the outside of the paper.
All other papers absorb ink to some extent. Ordinary, paper,
such as these words are printed on, absorbs a good deal. The dry¬
ing of the ink means that the water of it has evaporated into the
air, while the solids that were dissolved in it remain in or on the
paper. But a paper of loose texture, with a rough, unfinished sur¬
face, like blotting-paper, absorbs ink as a sponge sucks up water;
and the water of the ink, instead of mainly remaining on the out¬
side of the paper until it dries, runs into the substance of the paper,
according to the amount of ink we use. That is why the letters are
blurred when we write on blotting-paper.
42. Towhat is blotting paper compared in the paragraph ?
43. What part of the ink does the blotting-paper absorb ?
44. What is the chief difference between blotting-paper and writing
paper ? ...
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After each word in List I write a word from List II which gives
its meaning in the paragraph telling about writing paper. Consider
all the words in List II for each word in List I as the words in List
II are not arranged in any special order.
List I List II
45. glazed blotted text
46. texture shiny flashy
47. evaporated absolve disappeared
48. blurred indistinct sterilized
49. absorb take in structure
Read the following paragraph very carefully and on each blank
line write one word that will make good sense.
Nothing can describe my great when suddenly I
(SO)
that the boat in which I was playing had torn itself
(61)
loose from the island and I was helplessly down the
(62)
I had no with which to row back
(63) (64)
to I could swim, but the was too
(66) (66)
rough and the too swift. Looking ahead, I
(67) (68)
a great waterfall. I came and to it!
(69) (60)
I called for and made every effort to myself.
. (61) (62)
l>ut without My boat went over the
(63) (64)
and I .a hundred feet But my real fall was






that it was only a.
(70)
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33^ -4- 6 =
(62) Add









7 lb. 3 oz.
5 lb. 8 oz.
(67) Find the answer
to two decimal places
26)15
(68) Subtract
2 yd. 1 ft. 7 in.
2 ft. 9 in.
(69)











12 : 6 = ! : 7





STOP! Go back over your work to makesure no mistakes were made.
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(c) ARITHMETIC REASONING
(1) How many books are 5 books and
3 booksT
AWaWTITl
(2) John had 2 marbles. He found
4 more. How many marbles did
he then have!
AKSWUR
(3) Arthur is 11 years old. How
old was be 5 years ago t
AWHWRR
(4) If one notebook costs 6^, how
much will 4 notebooks cost!
ANRWRR
(5) How much should EUen give the
storekeeper if she buys a pad for
8c and a pencil for 3c!
ANSWER.
(6) Leona bought 12c worth of sugar.
She gave the clerk 15c. How
much should she get back!
ANSWER.
(7) John drinks 4 glasses of water
a day. How many glasses of
water does he drink in 4 days!
ANSWER
(8) A grocer received a crate with
144 apples. He sold 76 of them.
How many did he have left!
ANSWER.
(9) If melons are 8c each, how much
must you pay for 5 of them t
Awawnn
(10) Mrs. Smith paid $42 for 6
chairs. How much would one
chair cost!
ANSWER ..
(11) Ben’s grandfather is 71 years
old. How many years ago was
he 50 years old!
(12) Ted read a third of his book
which has 24 pages. How
many pages has he read!
ANSWER
(13) How much will Harry earn in
a week of seven days if he earns
8c each day!
AWRWnW
(14) If 20 marbles are shared equally
among 6 boys, how many mar¬
bles are left over!
ANSWER
(15) Ben’s grandfather is 71 years
old. His uncle is 13 years
younger. How old is his uncle!
AWRWTIR
(16) What do 4 lemons cost at 60c
a dozen!
ANSWER
(17) Martha drinks a quart of milk
a day. In how many days will
she drink 2 gallons of milk!
ANSWER. - -
(18) Mary drew $12 out of the bank.
This was % of her savings.
How much ^d she have in the




(19) A bookcase is 72 inches wide.
How many feet wide is itt
ANSWER.
(20) Alice’s marks in geography for
four weeks were 75, 82, 81, and
82. What was her average!
ANSWER
(21) Jane’s garden has 16 rows of
flowers with 11 flowers in each
row, and another row with only
9 flowers. How many flowers
altogether are there in her gar¬
den?
ANSWER.
(22) Joe bought 8 three cent pencils
and 12 two cent pencils. How
much change should he receive
from a dollar bill!
ANSWER
(23) A man was expected for an ap¬
pointment at 2:15 P. M. He
arrived 40 minutes early. What
time did he arrive T
ANSWER
(24) If potatoes cost $.47 a peck, but
in quantity are $1.65 a bushel,
how much is saved by buying 5
bushels of potatoes in quantity!
ANSWER.
(25) A team bought uniforms at $16
apiece. The entire bill was $352.
How many uniforms were
bought!
ANSWER.
(26) Prom a bolt of cloth a merchant
sold three pieces which were 2%
yd., 4% yd., and 1 yard long.
How many yards of cloth did he
sell altogether!
AKaWER
(27) How many square feet are there
in a plot of ground 13 feet long
and 12 feet wide!
ANSWER
(28) Jenny gathered 12' pints of
cherries and sold them at 12c a
pint. How many apples could
she then buy at 48c a dozen!
ANSWER
(29) For a baseball squad of 14
players the railroad fare was
$5.32 each and $2.40 for a
sleeper for each player. How
much was the total cost of the
trip!
ANSWER. .. .
(30) At $3.20 a bushel, what will 5
quarts of potatoes cost!
ANSWER.
(31) At the beginning of an auto trip
the speedometer registered 26.4
miles. At the end of the trip
it registered 50.2 miles. How
many miles was the trip f
ANSWER
(32) A suit sells for $30. For how
much does it sell at a off”
sale!
ANSWER.
(33) How much will it cost to pave
a driveway of 40% square yards
at $2.25 a square yard!
ANSWER ....
(34) Henry’s book contains 240
pages. He has read 160 pages.




(35) What is the interest on $1000
at 41/^% for 2y2 years!
(36) Mr. White bought shoes at $42
a dozen pair and sold them at
$5.25 a pair. How much did he
gain when he sold 20 pairs!
ANSWER. ANSWER.
(37) An agent sold a house for
$12,000. What was his com¬
mission if his rate was 4% !
(38) The assessed value of a piece of
land is $2,500. What is the tax
on the land if the tax rate is
$6.50 per $1000!
ANSWER ANSWER.
(39) A man sold his house at a loss
of 30%. His loss was $1200.
What was the cost of the house!
(40) At $1.75 a bushel for potatoes
and $24 a car for freight, what
ydU be the cost of three car¬
loads containing 800 bushels
each!
ANSWER ANSWER
(41) A man’s salary is $3600 a year.
He has $6000 invested at 5%
interest. What is his total
yearly income!
ANSWER
(42) In a school with 464 pupils, 58
were left hack. What percent
of the pupils in the school were
left back!
ANSWER
(43) How much must a man invest
for 3 years at 4% to obtain $150
interest!
(44) An agent’s commission is 5% on
the first $1000 and 2% on every
$1000 beyond the first. How
much must he give the owner of
a house for whom he sells the
house for $2000!
ANSWER. ANSWER --
(45) What is the bank discount on
$700 for 90 days at 6%!
(46) What is the cost of paving a cir¬
cular court 10.5 ft. in diameter
at 80c a square foot!
ANSWER ANSWER.
(47) What is the cost of paving a
cement road 6 yd. wide and 1
mile long at $2.25 a square
yard!
(48) Tom, Dick, and Harry formed a
partnership. Tom put in $36,
Dick $42, and Harry $30. V^at
is each one’s share of the $54





f Go back over your work to make











Directions : Look at this sentence,
He (isn’t—^ain’t) a good boy.
The word isnH is right and the word ain’t is wrong. Draw a ring around
the word isn’t because it is the right word. When you are given the signal to
begin, work the other exercises in Part I in the same way.
1. Will yon please (sit—set) the table, Mary I
2. (Those—Them) books are his.
3. Alice (can—^may) play the piano well.
4. I will stand (beside—side of) Helen.
5. Where (were—was) you this morning?
6. He (has driven—^has drove) his car a great deaL
7. BUI (slung—threw) the bat away.
8. The balloon (busted—^burst).
9. What have you (did—done) with my pencUl
10. You ought to (let—Cleave) him do it.
11. What do you (think—guess) he did?
12. We should (set—sit) and rest awhUe.
13. That book was the cheapest of (all—any).
14. Geography can be (real—^very) interesting.
15. Ted and (you—yourself) can carry that box to schooL
16. It is the singing of the chUdren that (give—gives) us pleasure.
17. Jim wished (to be—^to have been) at home.
18. He wasn’t interested in (anything—nothing).
19. I’ll (teach—^leam) you to be more careful.
20. Mrs. Jones dresses (nice—nicely).
21. Take (this here—^this) book to your teacher.
22. Are you feeling (good—well) today?
23. Get the groceries, and (besides—^beside), stop at the drug store.
24. Why did he want to (loan—borrow) that book from you?
25. He (lay—^laid) the eggs down carefully.
26. His actions have been (queer—funny) ever since he was hurt.
27. Your stomach aches because you have (ate—eaten) too much.
28. Why must you (lie—^lay) on that couch?
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29. “Are you readyT” (called—calls) the starter as the race is about to begin.
30. They went (only to see—^to see only) the dancers.
31. I caught (less—^fewer) fish than my brother.
32. The man (hanged—^hung) his hat on the rack.
33. How often have you (ridden—rode) on this road.
34. (Whom—^Who) would you like to see f
35. He behaves more (as—^like) his older brother.
36. Did you keep your (appointment—engagement) this morning?
{BightWrong—Seore (subtract)
Part II
Directions : In the following sentences, write ONE word on each dotted line
to make the sentence correct and sensible.
1. Did John go home? Yes, he has Jiome.
2. Jim went fishing and .three fish.
3. Each of the men carried own load.
4. Mary’s notebook is different J'ane’s.
5. John, do you think he invited to dinner?
6. The first book costs 5c. The second one costs 25c. Therefore, the first
one is the.
7. Jenny doesn’t know how .pennies equal a dime.
8. Ted is ten years old, Mary is eleven, and Jim is thirteen. Jim is the
9. Maty came home from school and said, “Teacher gave me two stars today,
and now L twdve stars.”
10. Only you and I can enter because only Anow the password.
11. My mother won’t like. .buying candy with the dime I found.
12. Father, do you think will win the race?
13. A fiock of sheep grazing in the meadow.
14. We always draw pictures of animals, so last week we. -
a picture of an elephant.
15. I weigh 50 pounds. Tom weighs 60 pounds. Tom weighs 10 pounds more
than
16. May’s racket is not. costly as Anne’s.
(Go to next page.) Score, Part 11:Number Bight
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Part III
Directions : Under each of the following sentences there are several words
or expressions, but only ONE word or expression will make the sentence correct.
Draw a ring around the word or expression under each sentence that would make
the sentence correct.1.An apple fell the tree.
off of — down off — from — off from — offa2.That picture is better... the one in the other room.
from — than — to — nor — as3.We sang the old songs that we years ago.
has sung — have sang — sung — have sung — sang4.Jim when he caught that ball.
did good — did weU — done well — done good — has done well5.Those houses are built. this house is built.
like — how — as — the same like — like to
6. We never. Boston before.
was to — were to — was in — went to — were at
7. We thought we -without him.
should have gone — could of want — could have went—
should have went — could of gone
8. Why do you think he to go there!
should — should ought — most ought — ought — had ought
Score, Part Ht:
Nnmber Bight .
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Place a dot to the left of the pupil’s
score in each subject and his total
score, and connect dots in consecutive
order. Also draw a heavy horizontal
line across the chart beginning in
column one in the space for the pupil’s
present grade. Comparison of the two
lines will show the subjects in which
the pupil IS above or below standard.
The last cplumn gives the grade’s work
the pupil IS doing according to his
combined scores on the five tests.
The scores given are for October
testing. For scores a little higher
than the ones given, place the dots a
little higher in the spaces. Similarly,
raise the horizontal line for testing
later in the school year.
Individual Survey Chart
Pupil'i
Grade (a) Reading (b) Arith.Comp <«) Arith.Reas (d) Lang.Usa e (a) Spelling Total SoonandTeatGrada
OA 60 66 40 47 110 323 OA
9B 67 63 37 44 105 306 9B
8A 56 60 34 42 100 292 8A
8B 54 67 32 40 95 278 8B
7A 52 54 28 37 87 258 7A
7B 49 61 25 35 78 238 7B
6A 45 48 22 34 70 219 6A
6B 42 44 20 32 65 203 6B
5A 38 38 17 30 59 182 5A
SB 34 32 15 27 54 162 SB
4A 29 27 12 25 48 141 4A
4B 24 23 10 21 41 119 4B
3A 18 16 7 16 32 89 3A
3B 14 9 5 10 23 61 3B
2A 9 2 2 5 12 30 2A




Look at this sentence:
Snow is grey - green - white - blue
Snow is white. So you must draw a ring around the
word white to show that it is the word that is right.
Now after each sentence below, draw a ring around
the one word that makes the sentence right just as you





5. An automobile has
oil -milk -mint > ink
sing - bark - talk - laugh
blue -white - yellow - green
guns-hose-books-sweaters
wheels -wings - roads -maps
6. We smile when we are sorry-angry-gay-asleep
7. A pasture is a stable-barn-house-field
Read this story:
I have a little black cat. Her name is Pet. She
Kkes to sleep by the fire.
8. Draw a ring around the word that tells what kind of
pet I have, dog - cat - bird - rabbit
Read this story. Then answer the questions below it.
Once there was a Wee Brownie. He lived in a cup¬
board. The cupboard was in the little old woman’shouse. Wee Brownie was a good little brownie. He
liked to make the little old woman happy. He liked to
ttiake everybody happy.
Now answer these questions. You may read the
story again if you need to.
Draw a ring around the word that tells how Wee
Brownie liked to make people.
happy - sad - good - bright
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10. Draw a ring around the word that tells what Wee
Brownie was. mouse-fairy-kitten-butterfly
11. Where did Wee Brownie live? (Write your answer
on the dotted lines.) ^
Read this poem.
Dear little violet, don^t be afraid;
Lift your blue eyes from the rocks’ mossy shade.
All the birds call for you out of the sky.
Now answer these questions. You may read the
poem again if you need to.
12. Draw a ring around the word that tells what the
violet's “blue eyes’* are.
flowers - leaves - pollen - stems
13. Draw a ring around the season that you think this
poem tells about, autumn-spring-winter-summer
14. On the dotted line write the word that tells where
the birds are.
Read this story and then answer the questions that
follow it:
One night in autumn, Jack Frost came. We did
not hear him for he never makes a noise. But in the
morning we saw what he had done. On every window
was a beautiful picture. Each picture was different from
the other.
15. Draw a line around the word that tells when Jack
Frost came to the house.
spring - summer - autumn - winter
16. Who drew the beautiful pictures on the window
pane?
Read the paragraph on the next page. Then an-
^er the questions below it. Read the paragraph again
if you need to.
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When the spring days come, everyone thinks what
fun it will be to go on a picnic. The first thing we
think of is the lunch. We may have sandwiches, wrap¬
ped in waxed paper to keep them clean and fresh. We
may have fruit. Oranges are especially good, because
they are juicy and it is not always easy to find good
water to drink. We may take water with us, for we
dare not drink water from the springs or streams or
wells unless we know it is pure.
17. Draw a line under the word that tells what this
story is about, hike - party - picnic - fire
18. Draw a line under the word that makes the following
sentence correct: Sandwiches should be wrapped
in paper. to keep them cool -warm - small - nesh
19. What is good to take on a picnic in place of water?
Write one word on each blank line to make each
sentence correct.
20. Sometimes water from is not ,
21. People like to go on in the time.
Read the paragraph. Then answer the questions below it.
Read the paragraph again if you need to.
A man was crossing the desert in a car in October. He
saw hundreds of Indians in a big circle and heard them singing.
He went to see what was inside the circle. He saw painted
Indians dancing with empty bowls in their hands. They were
praying for rain. A big Indian said to the man, “You go awayquick.’’ The Indian looked very angry.
22. Put a check (y') in front of the one statement that tells
what you think happened next.
It started to rain.
The Indians got into their canoes and went away.
The man took a drink of rain water.
The man got into his car and left.
23. Write one word on each blank line to make the sentence
correct.
The did not want the
to stay and watch them
Name three things the Indians were doing;
24,
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Read the paragraph. Then answer the questions below it.
Read the paragraph again if you need to.
When Mr. Cobb was about to leave the postoffice just be¬
fore noon, a woman alighted from a wagon, and coming up to
him, inquired whether this were the Riverboro stage, and if he
were Mr. Cobb. Being answered in the affirmative, she nod¬
ded to a child who was eagerly waiting for the answer, and who
ran toward her as if she feared to be a moment too late. The
child might have been ten or eleven years, but whatever the
nuiriber of her summers, she had an air of being small for her
age. Her mother helped her into the stage coach.27.Write the correct word on the dotted line;
The woman who spoke to Mr. Cobb was the little girl's
28. What does the word ‘‘stage” (line 3) mean?
29. What is meant by the expression “the number of her
summers?”
30. Copy the words in the paragraph that tell that the girl was
anxious to get into the stage
Read the poem. Then answer the questions below it. Read
the poem again if you need to.
I think I shall never see
A poem lovely as a tree.
A tree whose hungry mouth is pressed
Against the earth's sweet flowing breast;
A tree that looks at God all day.
And lifts her leafy arms to pray;
A tree that may in summer wear
A nest of robins in her hair;
Upon whose bosom snow has lain
Who intimately lives with rain;
Poems are made by fools like me.
But only God can make a tree. .
31. What is meant by the tree's “mouth?” (line 3)
32. What is meant by “leafy arms?” (line 6)
33. What is the tree's “hair?” (line 8)
34. Upon whose bosom has the snow lain ?
35. To what does the poet compare a tree ?
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Read the paragraph. Then answer the questions below it.
Read the paragraph again if you need to.
There was once a powerful and victorious prince whose iron
will and strength of purpose had etched about his mouth hard
and grim lines and a deep wrinkle down his forehead. He feared
this countenance would lessen his chances of winning a kind and
beautiful princess. So he secured from the court magician a
mask of thinnest wax, cunningly contrived to follow every line
of his features, but so painted with magic colors that it looked
pleasant and benevolent. He obtained it on two conditions:
One, that he must never allow his face to become contorted with
anger; the other, that he must train himself to think the gentle
thoughts the mask expressed. To fail in either would crack and
ruin the mask. For a year the prince wore the mask and won
the favor of a princess, but he became unhappy over the fact
that she had never really seen him. At last he removed the mask
and was amazed to find
36. Write a check (^^) in front of the statement that is the best
end for the story.
his face was more severe looking than before.
his face had become as beautiful as the mask.
he could not remove the wax.
the princess liked him in spite of his severe looking face.
the princess did not like him as much as before he
removed the mask.
37. Put a check (^) in front of the reason why he did not want
the princess to see his face.
He wanted to hide it.
The princess was kind.
The prince was shy.
He was afraid she would not marry him.
38. Cross out one word that is no/ true.
The prince was powerful - feared - determined -
successful - favorite
39. Put a check {)/') in front of the reason why the prince was
still unhappy after he had won the princess.
He did not want to wear the mask any longer.
He thought the princess was selfish.
He feared the princess might dislike his real face.
He thought he had won her unfairly.
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After each word in List I write a word from List II which
gives its meaning in the paragraph. Consider all the words in
List II for each word in List I as the words in List II are not













Read the paragraph. Then answer the questions below it.
Read the paragraph again if you need to.
Bristol, a cathedral city of England, is situated in Glouces¬
tershire, and partly in Somersetshire. But it forms a county in
itself. In 1911 it had a population of 357,059. It stands at
the confluence of the rivers Avon and Frome, which unite
within the city, whence the combined stream (the Avon) pur¬
sues a course of nearly seven miles to the Bristol Channel. The
Avon is a navigable river and the tides rise in it to a great
height.
State two facts mentioned about the Avon river:
45 ............ :
46.47.Write the name of the county in which Bristol is located.48.What three counties are named in the paragraph?.49.What in the paragraph tells you that Bristol is a large city?50.Where do the rivers Avon and Frome meet?.51.After the rivers Avon and Frome meet, what is the name
of the river that they form ?.
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Read the following paragraph very carefully and on each
blank line write one word that will make good sense.
Nothing can describe the contusion of thought which I felt
when I into the water. Although I swam very
m
well, I could not deliver myself from the so as
(83)
to draw breath, till that wave, having driven me, or rather car¬
ried me, a vast way on toward the spent itself,
(84)
and went back, leaving me upon the land almost dry, but half
dead with the I took in. I had so much
(88)
of mind as well as breath left, that seeingmyself
(88)
nearer the mainland than I.. I got upon my
(87)
and endeavored to make on toward it as fast as
(88)
I could, before another should return and take
(89)
me up again. But I soon found that it was. .to
(60)
avoid it. I saw the sea come after me as as a
(61)
great hill, and as furious as an enemy which I had no means or
strength to with. My business was to hold my
(63)
(63)
., and raise myself upon the.
(64)
and pilot myself toward safety, if. My greatest
m
concern now was that the that would
(66) (87)
me a great way - the shore when it came on
(68)
might not carry me.
back toward the
(69)
.again with it when it gave
(70)
Go back over your work to make sure




3 + 2 -
(2)







12 - 7 -
(6)
4 X 3 -
(7)
3 X 7 -
(8)


















































































































30 X 1% -
(52)




















53^ 4- 2 =
(62) Add
5.05, .0005, 5500, .55
(63)







5 bu. 2 pk. 3 qt.
3 bu. 3 pk. 5 qt.





5 gal. 1 qt. 1 pt.
1 gal. 2 qt. 1 pt.
(69)





10 - 61/10 =
(72) 12* - (73)
f/625
(74)
6:18 - 9: ?
(75) Express the an¬




Go back over your work to make
^ A V-/X • sure no mistakes were made.
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(c) ARITHMETIC REASONING
(1) How many pens are 4 pens and
4 penst
aWSWETl
(2) John had 5 cents. His mother
gave him 2 more. How many
^d he have then!
AWBXVER
, ....
(3) Jane is 8 years old. How old
will she be in 3 years!
AWaWTlR .... ....
(4) If one pencil costs 5^, how much
will 3 pencils cost!
AWflWRR
, ,
(5) Jane bought a pencil for 4^ and
a notebook for 8^. How much
did she pay altogether!
ANSwnn
(6) How much will I get back if I
buy 6^ worth of candy and give
the storekeeper 10^!
AWflWRR
(7) Mary drinks two pints of milk a
day. How many pints does she
drink in 4 days!
AVaWRR
(8) Mary had 16 postcards. She
sent half of them away. How
many did she ^end!
AKSWRR ..
(9) At 4^ each how much must your
mother pay for 7 lemons!
ATraWTIR
(10) Three books cost 75^. How
much will one book cost!
Awswr.n
(11) Ned weighed 57 lbs. last month.
He weighs 63 lbs. now. How
many pounds has he gained!
Awawnn
(12) There are 112 bananas in a
bunch. Of these 68 were sold in
one day. How many were left!
AwtrarKR
(13) John earns $5 a month. How
much will he earn in a year!
(14) Alice is having a party. Her
cake is cut into 16 pieces. How
many pieces will be left if each
of the seven girls present eats
two pieces!
AWSWRR __
(15) John weighs 68 pounds. His sis¬
ter weighs 13 lbs. less. How
many pounds does his sister
weigh!
Awawnn
(16) What do 6 oranges cost at 70^ a
dozen!
AWSWRR
(17) Ned feeds his pony a peck of
oats a day. How many days will
2 bushels last!
Awswnn





(19) A schoolroom is 39 feet long.
How many yards long is itt
AWnxiTRIl
(20) Mary’s marks in spelling for
three weeks were 80, 75 and 88.
What was her average!
anrwhr
(21) 14 boys were ready for a snow¬
ball fight They found that they
had 9 snowballs each and 12 left
over. Howmany snowballs were
there altogether!
(22) Tom bought 10 two cent stamps
and 9 three cent stamps. How
much change should he receive
from a two dollar bill!
ANRWP.R
(23) A train that was due at 3:30
P.M. was 45 minutes late. When
did it arrive!
AWflWT.It
(24) Pencils sell for 5^ each but in
quantities are 45^ a dozen. How
much is saved by buying 3 dozen
pencils in quantity!
ANSWER
(25) How many $14 coats can you
buy for $378!
AWRWr.W
(26) Mary went to the store and
bought 3^ lbs. of meat, 2% lbs.
of butter, and 4V^ lbs. of sugar.
How many pounds did she carry
home!
ANRWRR
(27) Jim’s garden is 18 ft. long and
10 ft. wide. How many square
feet are there in it!
AWRWr.'R
(28) Henry gathered 15 qts. of nuts
and sold them for 8^ a quart.
How many oranges could he then
buy at 80^ a dozen!
ANSWER ....
(29) The uniforms of 16 Boy Scouts
cost $8.25 apiece and their shoes
$4.50 a pair. What waM the total
cost of the uniforms and shoes
for the 16 boys!
(30) At 48^ per lb. what will 9 oz. of
butter cost!
ANSWER
(31) The normal temperature of the
body is 98.6 degrees. When Anna
had the measles her temperature
rose to 102.1 degrees. Howmany
degrees above normal was this!
AWRWRR
(32) At a off” sale, what does a
dress marked $24 sell for!
ANSWER
(33) How much will 41^ yds. of
' linoleum cost at $1.25 a yard!
AWRWRR
(34) Henry earned $200 last year.
He put $125 in the bank, "^at
fraction of his earnings did he
put in the bank!
ANSWER .
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(35) What is the interest on $3000
for 2 years at 5% t
A'N’SWT'.'R
(36) Mr. Smith bought hats at $18 a
dozen and sold them at $2.75
apiece. He sold 36 hats in one
day. How much wm his gaint
ANSWER
(37) An agent charges 5% commis¬
sion for selling goods. He sells a
lot for $2500. What is his com¬
mission for the salet
AKTSWr!-!?.
(38) A house is assessed at $4,500.
The tax rate is $7 per $1000.
What is the tax on the house?
ANSWER
(39) The loss on the sale of a house
was $1500 or 25%. What did
the house costt
ANSWTin
(40) At $1.50 a bushel for potatoes
and $30 a car for freight, what
will be the cost of two carloads
containing 800 bushels each?
ANSWER _.
(41) A man had $4,500 from which he
received 6% interest annually.
In addition he earned a salary of
$2500 a year. What was his
total yearly incomet
AKRwnn
(42) In a school of 432 hoys, 36 re¬
ported for the baseball team.
What percentage of the boys of
the school reported for the team ?
ANSWER ... ..
(43) What principal will yield $100
interest in 2 years at 5% t
(44) An agent sold 500 bu. of wheat
at $1.25 a bushel. His commis¬
sion is 3%. How much did the
net proceeds of the sale amount
to?
ANSWER
(45) What is the hank discount on
$650 for 60 days at 6%t
ANSWEE...
(46) What is the cost of paving a cir¬
cular court 14 ft. in diameter at
75^ a square foot?
ANSWER __
(47) What is the cost of paving a
cement road 5 yds. wide and 1
mile long at $2.50 a square yard f
ANSWER
(48) Smith, Jones, and White form
a partnership. Smith invests
$6,000, Jones $4000, and White
$8000. What would be each
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Directions: Look at this sentence,
He (isn’t—ain’t) a good boy.
The word isn’t is right and the word ain’t is wrong. Draw a ring around
word isn’t because it is the right word. When you are given the signal to
in, work the other exercises in Part I in the same way.
Teacher, (can—^may) I get my bookt
They (was—^were) away yesterday.
I have (broken—^busted) my penciL
I will (sit—set) the table for dinner.
John (fired—^threw) the ball over the fence.
Pussy (sits—sets) by the fire.
►
Give me (them—those) books.
Mary (done—did) her work neatly.
I (guess—^think) you are right.
He sat (besides—^beside) me.
It is (very—^real) hard to do.
Ben (has gone—^has went) home.
Mary (taught—learned) me the poem.
She looks (beautiful—^beautifully). >:
Will you please (leave—^let) the boobs here?
He sat (beside—alongside) her.
He wanted (that—^that there) book.
This boy is the brightest of (any—all).
Anna rings (good—^weU).
I want to (borrow—^loan) that book from you.
Pted had a very (funny—strange) adventure.
John and (myself—I) did the work.
After you have (eaten—ate) the candy, you will have none left
When John came in, he (said—says), “Are you all readyt”
H is the running of the boys that (win—^wins) the race.
Jack has (rode—^ridden) in an aeroplane.
' Be has (an appointment—a date) with the governor.
^ fWho—whom) did you sendt
29. She didn’t want to wait for (nobody—anybody),
30. That book (laid—lay) on the shelf yesterday.
31. He (lain—^laid) the book on the table.
32. I wanted (to have gone—^to go) with yon last week.
33. (Only he—^he only) came late.
34. Cleveland (like—as) McKinley was a true patriot.
35. (Lay—^lie) down, Pidol




Directions : In the following sentences, write ONE word on each dotted lii
to make the sentence correct and sensible.
1. I am ten years old. John is eleven years old. John is older than
2. How apples do you think there are in this basket?
3. The teacher asks the little boy how many fingers he has, and the little b
says, “I ten fingers.”
4. Jim, you in school last week?
5. We often sing in schooL Yesterday we .“America.”
6. A box of oranges lying near the door.
7. Mary is twelve years old; Jane is eleven, Mary is the of the ti
8. Bill and Ted were tied for first place, so they divided the prize
them.
9. Did he take the book? Yes, he has it home.
10. Did you go to town yesterday ? I have every day this
11. Father, did you say will meet us at the train?
12. Each of the boys took own books home.
13. I am going to the movies, mother. Have you any objection to. ^
going?
14. Two boys went to the game because it was who had ticket*
15. Robert’s bicycle is different Hugh’s bicycle.





(Go to next page.)
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Part m
Directions : Under each of the following sentences there are several words
jr expressions, but only ONE word or expression will make the sentence correct.
Draw a ring around the word or expression under each sentence that would make
the sentence correct.
1. It is time to go.
most—almost—^very near—just—^near
2. I am .tired.
kind of—sort of—^kinda—^rather—sorter
3. Yesterday, Jim ..to stay at our house.
he came—^he come—^has come—he has come—came
i The teacher. the class a song.
teached—taught—^learned—^has teached—has learned
5. The children ..many flowers.
has seen—^have sawn—saw—have saw—seen
6. Why don’t you him do it.
let—^permit—allow—cleave—show
7. He to be discouraged.
ought not—should not—^hadn’t ought—^had ought—should ought
8. I don’t like. of candies.
those kind—^those sort—^these kind—^those kinds—them kinds
Score, Part III:
Number Bight
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Place a dot to the left of the pupiPs
score in each subject and his total
score, and connect dots in consecutive
order. Also draty a heavy horizontal
line across the chart beginning in
column one in the space for the pupil’s
present grade. Comparison of the two
lines will show the subjects in which
the pupil is above or below standard.
The last column gives the grade’s work
the pupil is doing according to his
combined scores on the five tests.
The scores given are for October
testing. For scores a little higher
t^n the ones given, place the dots a
little higher in the spaces. Similarly,
raise the horizontal line for testing
later in the school year.
Individual Survey Chart
Pupil's









9A 54 67 43 52 110 326 9A
9B 51 64 40 49 105 309 9B
8A 50 61 37 47 100 295 8A
8B 48 58 34 45 95 280 8B
7A 46 55 31 43 87 262 7A
7B 43 52 28 41 79 243 7B
6A 40 49 24 40 71 224 6A
6B 38 45 22 38 66 209 6B
SA 35 39 19 35 60 188 5A
SB 32 33 17 32 55 169 5B
4A 27 28 14 30 48 147 4A
4B 23 24 12 26 42 127 4B
3A 18 17 9 21 33 98 3A
3B 14 10 7 15 25 71 3B
2A 7 3 4 10 13 37 2A
























































































































1 yes 1 no 2 sir 3 sure ( )
2 early 1 soon 2 late 3 time ( )
3 fast 1 slow 2 long 3 run ( )
4 win 1 gain 2 money 3 lose ( )
5 heavy 1 loud 2 light 3 strong ( )
6 empty 1 full 2 free 3 vacant ( )
7 tight 1 close 2 loose 3 week ( )
8 wet 1 water 2 soak 3 dry ( )
9 hot 1 warm 2 cold 3 water ( )
10 sharp 1 dull 2 edge 3 sour ( )
11 near 1 ready 2 close 3 far 4 home ( )
12 brother 1 aunt 2 cousin 3 uncle 4 sister ( )
13 summer 1 hot 2 days 3 winter 4 rain ( )
14 begin 1 leave 2 end 3 start 4 go ( )
15 after 1 before 2 later 3 below 4 away ( )
16 stale 1 old 2 fresh 3 bread 4 wilted ( )
17 war 1 fight 2 victory 3 army 4 peace ( )
18 North 1 pole 2 South 3 West 4 East \ ( )
19 narrow 1 wide 2 thin 3 long 4 margin ( )
20 succeed 1 follow 2 fail 3 win 4 reward ( )
21 cruel 1 friend 2 harsh 3 kind 4 savage 5 soft ( )
22 pretty 1 awkward 2 beautiful 3 fine 4 homely 5 neat ( )
23 many 1 any 2 each 3 every 4 few 5 some ( )
24 push 1 force 2 move 3 pull 4 shove 5 thrust ( )
25 seldom 1 late 2 never 3 often 4 rarely 5 soon ( )
26 ignorant 1 ancient 2 dumb 3 illiterate 4 modern 5 wise ( )
27 create 1 acquire 2 calculate 3 compute 4 destroy 5 fashion ( )
28 advance 1 approach 2 exalt 3 march 4 retreat 5 surrender ( )
29 multiply 1 add 2 divide 3 number 4 product 5 subtract ( )
30 lazy 1 idle 2 indolent 3 industrious 4 slow 5 work ( )
31 hinder 1 check 2 delay 3 embarrass 4 help 5 impede ( )
32 obtuse 1 active 2 acute 3 blunt 4 dull 5 passive ( )
33 interior 1 better 2 equal 3 mediocre .4 superior 5 worse ( )34 autocracy 1 automobile 2 democracy 3 despotism 4 kaiser 5 king ( )
35 eager 1 ardent 2 desirous 3 earnest 4 reluctant 5 willing ( )
36 optimism 1 confidence 2 hope 3 pessimism 4 honesty 5 trust ( )
37 cause 1 create 2 effect 3 induce 4 occasion 5 produce ( )
38 expand 1 contract 2 develop 3 diffuse 4 dilate 5 extend ( )
39 reveille 1 army 2 attack 3 garrison 4 retreat 5 tattoo ( )





































3 George 4 Henry
1 1 apple 2 boy 3 pear
2 1 cold 2 six 3 ten
3 1 April 2 Monday 3 Friday
4 1 bed 2 chair 3 house
5 1 dog 2 cow 3 cat
6 1 moon 2 rain 3 sun
7 1 man 2 house 3 lion
8 1 lungs 2 arms 3 legs
9 1 drum 2 book 3 piano
10 1 day 2 hour 3 clock
11 1 May 2 July 3 Tuesday 4 June
12 1 horse 2 cow 3 pig 4 robin
13 1 river 2 island 3 lake 4 ocean
14 1 king 2 mayor 3 queen 4 prince
15 1 feet 2 two 3 five 4 eight
16 1 store 2 shoes 3 coat 4 hat
17 1 bread 2 potato 3 cake 4 pie
18 1 rain 2 snow 3 sleet 4 clouds
19 1 sun 2 big 3 large 4 great
20 1 inch 2 mile 3 long 4 foot
21 1 dime 2 penny 3 quarter 4 dollar 5 bill
22 1 summer 2 spring 3 month 4 winter 5 autumn
23 1 two 2 one 3 four 4 half 5 three
24 1 spell 2 add 3 divide 4 multiply 5 subtract
25 1 peas 2 wheat 3 carrots 4 beans 5 lettuce
26 1 dentist 2 doctor 3 voter 4 lawyer 5 teacher
27 1 alto 2 falsetto 3 bass 4 tenor 5 soprano
28 1 city 2 state 3 town 4 county 5 map
29 1 elm 2 maple 3 pine 4 vine 5 oak
30 1 brook 2 creek 3 river 4 stream 5 water
31 1 bones 2 feathers 3 fur 4 hair 5 skin
32 1 two 2 six 3 three 4 four 5 eight
33 1 duck 2 goose 3 swan 4 hen 5 gull
34 1 peck 2 ounce 3 bushel ■ 4 quart 5 pint
35 1 chisel 2 hammer 3 level 4 saw 5 derrick
36 1 delay 2 implore 3 beseech 4 beg 5 ask
37 1 Greece 2 England 3 Canada 4 Spain 5 France
38 1 clarinet 2 violin 3 horn 4 trombone 5 cornet
39 1 amethyst 2 diamond 3 emerald 4 porpoise '5 ruby










































A dog 1 chain 2 head





































































































































3 storms 4 furnace (
3 soil 4 trees (
3 cannon 4 duty (
3 roots 4 birds (
3 lines 4 writing (
3 book 4 audience (
3 cans 4 dogs (
3 capacity 4 oil (
3 stamp 4 envelope (
3 spokes 4 roundness (
3 hair 4 moustache 5 person (
3 rudder 4 sails 5 wireless (
3 spectators 4 umpire 5 victory (
3 heat 4 stove 5 wood (
3 people 4 pictures 5 tickets (
3 happiness 4 leisure 5 Sunday (
3 recreation 4 running 5 toys (
3 rattle 4 stripes 5 tongue (
3 idleness 4 play 5 Sunday (
3 numbers 4 symmetry 5 volume (
3 education 4 manners 5 watch (
3 salt 4 starch 5 sugar (
3 freedom 4 home 5 vote (
3 clothes 4 giving 5 hunger (
3 jail 4 sickness 5 stupidity (
3 king 4 salute 5 treason (
3 numbers 4 spring 5 tube (
3 revenge 4 sorrow 5 sympathy (
3 desire 4 flattery 5 praise (













































e r w c s n
T c e n s w
1 2 3 4 5 6 3 1 2 4
W n e r c s
7 8 9 10 11 12
w r c e n s
1 2 3 4 5 6
n c w s e r
7 8 9 10 11 12
s e r w c n
13 14 15 16 17 18
e s n r w c
19 20 21 22 23 24
c w s n r e
25 26 27 28 29 30
r n e c s w
31 32 33 34 35 36
n e w c r s
37 38 39 40 41 42
e r s w n c
43 44 45 46 47 48
w n e s c r
49 50 51 52 53 54
s c r n e w
55 56 57 58 59 60
c s n r w e
61 62 63 64 65 66
r w c e s n
67 68 69 70 71 72
e c n r s w
73 74 75 76 77 78
r e s n w c
79 80 81 82 83 84
s w e c r n
85 86 87 88 89 90
w n r e c s
91 92 93 94 95 96
n s c w e r
97 98 99 100 101 102
c r w s n e
103 104 105 106 107 108
r w e n s c
109 no 111 112 113 114
s e c r n w
115 116 117 118 119 120
n s r w c e
121 122 123 124 125 126
e n w c r s
127 128 129 130 131 132
w c n s e r

















1 finger -hand :: toe- 1 foot 2 head ( )
2 father -son :: mother- 1 sister 2 daughter ( )
3 up -down high- 1 sun 2 low ( )
4 summer -rain :: winter- 1 snow 2 storm ( )
5 one -two :: three- 1 five 2 four ( )
6 aunt -uncle :: niece- 1 nephew 2 brother .( )
7 a -b b- 1 c 2d ( )
8 hour -day :: day- 1 week 2 time ( )
91 -me :: he- 1 her 2 him ( )
10 penny -dime :: dime- 1 nickel 2 dollar ( )
11 cow -calf :: cat- 1 rat 2 mice 3 kitten ( )
12 bird -feathers :: squirrel- 1 nest 2 eggs 3 fur ( )
13 Monday -Tuesday :: Tuesday- 1 Thursday 2 Wednesday 3 Sunday ( )
14 cat -fur :: dog- 1 hair 2 fur 3 skin ( )
15 feather -float :: rock- 1 sinks 2 breaks 3 mountain ( )
16 brunette -dark :: blond- 1 light 2 girl 3 baby ( )
17 moon -earth earth- 1 sky 2 stars 3 sun ( )
18 grass -cattle bread- 1 eat 2 man 3 butter ( )‘
19 b -d :: e- 1 t 2g 3 c ( )l
20 cat -mouse :: spider- 1 web 2 bite 3 fly ( )l
1
21 January -February :: March- 1 May 2 April 3 month 4 June (
1
)l
22 morning -evening :: begin- 1 sun 2 day 3 end 4 time ( )
23 baseball -diamond :: football- 1 gridiron 2 play 3 bat 4 court ( )(24 second -minute :: minute- 1 year 2 week 3 time 4 hour ( )
25 pig -pork :: sheep- 1 lamb 2 meat 3 mutton 4 beef ( )(
26 clock -time :: thermometer- 1 heat 2 water 3 speed 4 storm ( )i27 leopard -zebra :: spots- 1 fur 2 stripes 3 shoot 4 run (
28 three -five seven- 1 eight 2 men 3 ten 4 nine (
29 floor -ground ceiling-^ 1 carpet 2 sky 3 hill 4 plow ( :(
30 hammer -carpenter :: trowel- 1 mason 2 plumber 3 sand 4 mechanic ( '(
(
31 pint -quart :: inch- 1 long 2 mile 3 yard 4 foot ( >(
32 sand -glass :: clay- 1 mud 2 bank 3 brick 4 stone (
' (
33 hill -high valley- 1 river 2 mountain 3 snow 4 low (
34 Tuesday -Thursday :: Friday- 1 Saturday 2 Wednesday 3 Sunday 4 Monday (
'
(35 white -black seldom- 1 home 2 often 3 soon 4 never ( (
36 hens -eggs ;; bees- 1 honey 2 sting 3 hive 4 fly (
(
(37 four -seven ;; eight- 1 nine 2 twelve 3 eleven 4 ten (
38 square -circle ;; cube- 1 sphere 2 solid 3 box 4 triangle (
\
39 skin -body ;; bark- 1 bite 2 dog 3 noise 4 tree ( -















































1 no 1 yes 2 cat 3 sir ( )
2 late 1 hour 2 early 3 bed ( )
3 slow 1 fast 2 stop 3 walk ( )
4 high 1 door 2 sky 3 low ( )'
5 strong 1 man 2 weak 3 horse ( )(
6 full 1 empty 2 free 3 pail (
7 loose 1 rope 2 tight 3 weak (
8 dry 1 air 2 dish 3 wet ( )[
9 cold 1 water 2 hot 3 day ( r
10 sour 1 sweet 2 apple 3 acid ( >(
11 far 1 home 2 away 3 near 4 fast ( )(
12 sister 1 mother 2 uncle 3 cousin 4 brother ( )
13^ winter 1 snow 2 day 3 summer 4 cold ( ),
14 end 1 night 2 begin 3 zone 4 knot ( >;
15 above 1 below 2 board 3 water 4 high ( ),
16 young 1 boy 2 old 3 small 4 man ( )
17 peace 1 treaty 2 flag 3 quiet 4 war ( )
18 South 1 East 2 North 3 pole 4 West ( >
19 wide 1 narrow 2 road 3 margin 4 broad ( )
20 fail 1 lose 2 succeed 3 reward 4 reading ( )
21 friend 1 soft 2 good 3 enemy 4 harsh 5 man ( )
22 homely 1 boy 2 awkward 3 neat 4 pretty 5 cute ( )
23 few 1 some 2 men 3 one 4 many 5 several ( )
24 pull 1 rope 2 force 3 push 4 thrust 5 down ( )
25 often 1 daily 2 late 3 seldom 4 soon 5 few ( ,)
26 wise 1 men 2 ancient 3 smart 4 world 5 ignorant ( )
27 destroy 1 compute 2 world 3 break 4 create 5 hurry ( )
28 retreat 1 return 2 walk 3 surrender 4 advance 5 scold ( )
29 divide 1 numbers 2 multiply 3 add 4 quotient 5 subtract ( )
30 industrious 1 worker 2 sick 3 lazy 4 ambitious 5 weak ( )
31 help 1 assist 2 money 3 aid 4 hinder 5 delay ( )
32 acute 1 pain 2 obtuse 3 angle 4 passive 5 point ( )
33 superior 1 man 2 better 3 taller 4 inferior 5 mediocre ( )
34 democracy 1 people 2 autocracy 3 governor 4 king 5 voting ( )
35 reluctant 1 balky 2 sympathy 3 struggle 4 eager 5 stalled ( )
36 pessimism 1 anger 2 darkness 3 optimism 4 stormy 5 hopeless ( )
37 effect 1 landing 2 cause 3 affect 4 help 5 produce ( )
38 contract 1 expand 2 close 3 work 4 hurry 5 explode ( )
39 indigent • 1 lazy 2 indignant 3 poor 4 wealthy 5 money ( )





































3 George 4 Henry
1 1 boy 2 apple 3 girl
2 1 hot 2 five 3 eight
3 1 June 2 Tuesday 3 Sunday
4 1 table 2 chair 3 church
5 1 cow 2 cat 3 horse
6 1 rain 2 sun 3 snow
7 1 tiger 2 store 3 lion
8 1 legs 2 lungs 3 heart
9 1 book 2 piano 3 paper
10 1 stove 2 furnace 3 heat
11 1 Monday 2 Friday 3 April 4 Tuesday
12 1 robin 2 sparrow 3 wren 4 horse
13 1 moon 2 light 3 sun 4 stars
14 1 president 2 king 3 senator 4 governor
15 1 eight 2 yard 3 inch 4 mile
16 1 curtain 2 blouse 3 shirt 4 skirt
17 1 potato 2 bread 3 radish 4 lettuce
18 1 rain 2 sleet 3 hail 4 lake
19 1 large 2 small 3 tiny 4 little
20 1 long 2 short 3 foot 4 brief
21 1 dime 2 nickel 3 quarter 4 penny 5 price
22 1 day 2 month 3 summer 4 hour 5 year
23 1 half 2 sixth 3 fourth 4 three 5 third
24 1 sleeping 2 reading 3 arithmetic 4 writing 5 spelling
25 1 oats 2 carrots 3 grass 4 wheat 5 rye
26 1 plumber 2 electrician 3 voter 4 carpenter 5 painter
27 1 natural 2 tone 3 accidental 4 flat 5 sharp
28 1 map 2 outline 3 chart 4 atlas 5 city
29 1 oak 2 maple 3 elm 4 lilac 5 beech
30 1 fog 2 mist 3 vapor 4 steam 5 dust
31 1 skin 2 shirt 3 hat 4 coat 5 shoes
32 1 five 2 seven 3 four 4 three 5 nine
33 1 cow 2 horse 3 goat 4 rat 5 pig34 1 ton 2 quart 3 ounce 4 pound 5 dram
35 1 derrick 2 crane 3 jack 4 boom 5 chisel
36 1 assist 2 impede 3 prevent 4 delay 5 hinder
37 1 Brazil 2 Peru 3 Mexico 4 Chile 5 Ecuador
38 1 harp 2 violin 3 guitar 4 mandolin 5 banjo











































A dog 1 chain 2 head 3 blanket ( )
B city 1 college 2 trees 3 river 4 homes ( )
1 auto 1 radio 2 horse 3 wheels ( )
2 rat 1 body 2 dog 3 home ( )
3 knife 1 fork 2 edge 3 butter ( )
4 coat 1 sleeves 2 vest 3 belt ( )
5 day 1 rain 2 snow 3 light ( )
6 apple 1 pie 2 juice 3 crate ( )
7 library 1 books 2 clock 3 pupils ( )
8 violin 1 strings 2 case 3 mouthpiece ( )
9 tiger 1 jungle 2 hunter 3 heart ( )
10 water 1 drink 2 wet 3 faucet ( )
11 summer 1 fan 2 heat 3 picnic 4 vacation ( )
12 tree 1 bird 2 forest 3 trunk 4 leaves ( )
13 store 1 candy 2 chairs 3 sales 4 goods ( )
14 automobile 1 garage 2 tools 3 motor 4 gasoline ( )
15 radio 1 music 2 tubes 3 store 4 cabinet ( )
16 piano 1 strings 2 songs 3 stool 4 lamp ( )
17 street 1 paving 2 direction 3 trees 4 houses ( )
18 trunk , 1 clothing 2 car 3 hinges 4 valuables ( )
19 telegram 1 message 2 collect 3 death 4 messenger ( )
20 hat 1 head 2 straw 3 flowers 4 crown ( )
21 arm 1 length 2 hand 3 coat 4 band 5 sleeve ( )
22 check 1 cashier 2 safety 3 signature 4 book 5 theft ( )
23 ball game 1 umpire 2 players 3 victory 4 crowd 5 bleachers ( )
24 ice 1 melt 2 cream 3 coldness 4 crack 5 snow ( )
25 nation 1 navy 2 congress 3 people 4 army 5 president ( )
26 election 1 ballots 2 candidates 3 holiday 4 voters 5 Tuesday ( )
27 letter 1 carrier 2 message 3 stamp 4 train 5 ink ( )
28 fish 1 hook 2 scales 3 catch 4 net 5 water ( )
29 Monday 1 week 2 day 3 washing 4 school 5 holiday ( )
30 circle 1 area 2 ball 3 geometry 4 volume 5 diagonal ( )
31 lady 1 husband 2 car 3 ring 4 manners 5 watch ( )
32 sugar 1 milk 2 sweetness 3 cane 4 bowl 5 maple ( )
33 invention 1 machine 2 idea 3 patent 4 profits 5 value ( )
34 anxiety 1 danger 2 mother 3 sleep 4 worry 5 sickness ( )
35 genius 1 invention 2 scholar 3 friends 4 wealth 5 ability ( )
36 travel 1 motion 2 road 3 train 4 plane 5 river ( )
37 dynamo 1 engine 2 factory 3 wires 4 switch 5 light ( )
38 copyright 1 book 2 music 3 poetry 4 privilege 5 composer ( )
39 admiration 1 esteem 2 desire 3 love 4 beauty 5 flattery )
40 antagonism 1 opposition 2 failure 3 disgust 4 fear 5 fighting ( )
Score
6












6 3 1 2 4
X r i s e u
7 8 9 10 11 12
X s e i r u
1 2 3 4 5 6
■
r e X u i s
7 8 9 10 11 12
u i s X e r
13 14 15 16 17 18
i u r s X e
19 20 21 22 23 24
e X u r s i
25 26 27 28 29 30
s r i e u X
31 32 33 34 35 36
r i X e s u
37 38 39 40 41 42
i s u X r e
43 44 45 46 47 48
X r i u e s
49 50 51 52 53 54
u e s r i X
55 56 57 58 59 60
e u r '■ s X i
61 62 63 64 65 66
s X e i u r
67 68 69 70 71 72
i e r s u X
73 74 75 76 77 78
s i u r X e
79 80 81 82 83 84
u X i e s r
85 86 87 88 89 90
X r s i e u
91 92 93 94 95 96
r IT e X i s
97 98 99 100 101 102
e s X u r i
103 104 105 106 107 108
s X i r- u e
109 110 111 112 113 114
‘
u i e s r X 1
ii5 ' 116 117 118 119 120 \ •
r u s X e i
121 122 123 124 125 126
i r X e ' s u
127 128 129 130 131 132
X e r 11 i s
133 134 135 136 137 138
Score ^ 3=
A sun -day :: moon- 1 stars 2 night ( )
B eye -see :: ear 1 taste 2 ache 3 hear ( )
1 toe -foot :: finger- 1 hand 2 head ( )
2 mother -daughter :: father- 1 brother 2 son ( )
3 high -low :: up- 1 moon 2 down ( )
4 winter -snow :: summer- 1 rain 2 storm ( )
5 two -three :: four- 1 seven 2 five ( :
6 niece -nephew :: aunt- 1 uncle 2 sister ( :
7 b -c :: c- 1 d 2 e ( :
8 day -week :: week- 1 month 2 time ( :
9 he -him ::I- 1 my 2 me ( :
10 penny ^nickel : : nickel- 1 dollar 2 quarter < :
11 cat -kitten :: cow- 1 horse 2 mice 3 calf
12 squirrel -fur :: bird- 1 nest 2 eggs 3 feathers (
13 Sunday -Monday :: Monday- 1 Friday 2 Tuesday 3 Thursday (
14 dog -hair :: fish- 1 scales 2 bark 3 water (
15 stone -sinks :: feather- 1 floats 2 bird 3 light (
16 blond -light :: brunette- 1 dark 2 girl 3 man ^ -
17 sun -earth :: earth- 1 stars 2 sky 3 moon <
18 bread -man :: grass- 1 green 2 cattle 3 butter ( 1
19 c -e *• f- 1 g 2 h 3 d (
20 spider -fly :: cat- 1 paw 2 bite 3 mouse (
21 March -April :: May- 1 month 2 June 3 July 4 day (
22 begin -end :: morning- 1 noon 2 day 3 evening 4 time (
23 football -gridiron :: baseball- 1 diamond 2 bat 3 score 4 game (
24 minute -hour :: hour- 1 year 2 week 3 time 4 day (
25 sheep -mutton ::pig- 1 lamb • 2 meat 3 pork 4 beef (
26 meter -gas :: clock- 1 time 2 fire 3 speed 4 strike .(
27 spots -stripes :: leopard- 1 fur 2 zebra 3 shoot 4 hunt (
28 five -seven :: nine- 1 men 2 ten 3 days 4 eleven (
29 ceiling -sky :; floor- 1 smooth 2 ground 3 hill 4 house (
30 trowel -mason :: hammer- 1 carpenter 2 nail 3 sand 4 mechanic <
31 inch -foot :: pint- 1 gallon 2 pound 3 yard 4 quart (
32 clay -brick :: sand- 1 mud 2 stone 3 glass 4 beach (
33 valley -low ::hill- 1 side 2 snow 3 rocks 4 high
34 Sunday -Tuesday :: Thursday- 1 Monday 2 Friday 3 Saturday 4 Wednesday (
35 seldom -often :: white- 1 snow 2 black 3 dog 4 never (
36 bees -honey :: hens- 1 eggs 2 cackle 3 feathers 4 fly (
37 five -eight :: nine- 1 ten 2 days 3 twelve 4 eleven (
38 cube -sphere ;: square- 1 circle 2 box 3 triangle 4 deal (
39 bark -tree :: skin- 1 tight 2 smooth 3 hair 4 body (
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THE MORRISON RATING SCALE PROFILE FOR TEACHERS*
Robert H. Morrison
Many educators believe that a frank and impartial analysis of the traits and skills possessed
by a teacher is helpful in the improvement of instruction. Such an analysis will show both
points of strength and points of weakness. It is probably safe to assume that a knowledge of
these points will establish the strong ones more firmly and lay the foundation for the elimina¬
tion of those weaknesses which interfere with success.
There are at least three different procedures for making the analysis:
1. First is self-analysis. That teacher who by means of a rating profile can evaluate honestly
his own traits and skills is fairly certain to grow professionally. Any self-analysis by an indi¬
vidual who lacks candor and honesty in evaluating the traits and skills involved in his teaching
procedures will be unreliable and of little worth.
2. Second is analysis by a supervisor. It is sometimes alleged that supervisors restrict their
conferences to one or two phases of the teaching process without giving consideration to other
traits and skills equally important. A supervisor who uses a rating scale profile as the basis
of a conference concerning the improvement of teaching should be able to evaluate the whole
procedure and the whole personality. A rating scale profile if used to designate both strength
and weakness should develop cooperation between supervisor and teacher and serve to guide
the teacher after the supervisory conference.
3. Third is a group analysis by a class. Often a teacher wishes to look at his instruction
from the viewpoint of the students. In those classroom situations in the secondary school and
college in which the teacher and students are working as a cooperative group, it is often possible
for a teacher to get the students to analyze his teaching by having each use a rating scale profile.
The following procedure is suggested for using the profile for this purpose. The class should
be urged to cooperate by making their ratings a true indication of their opinions on each trait
and skill. They should never sign their names. The ratings on each trait and skill may be
averaged and the resulting composite rating entered on the Summary Profile chart at the back
of the booklet. By connecting these points the teacher will have a profile representing the com¬
posite judgment of his class or classes on the 12 traits and 12 skills concerned. The judgments
of different classes or of the same class at different times may be indicated on the summary
profile by lines of different color. It seems safer to assume that no such rating by students
should be made except at the voluntary suggestion of the teacher.
*Dr. Edith R. Shannon, Dr. Clair S. Wightman, and Kenneth B. White of the staff of the New Jersey State Normal School at
Paterson contributed greatly to the development of this rating scale profile.
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Suggestions for Rating
The profile lists twelve traits and twelve skills believed to be necessary for every teacher.
The scale is so constructed that the poor teacher is described on the left, the average in the
center, and the excellent teacher on the right. Rating consists of checking the scale at that
point which best describes the particular quality of the teacher under consideration. A teacher
whose scholarship is better than average but not excellent might be rated as in the illustra¬
tion below.
40 50 60 70 80 90
SCHOLARSHIP
0 10 20 30
POOR
Knowledge limited to a few
things. Entirely unacquainted
in some fields. Meager back¬
ground for illustrative material.
No eagerness to become a mas¬
ter in a field.
AVERAGE
Possesses some knowledge of
the more commonly understood
fields. Sometimes uses back¬
ground material for illustrative
purposes. Gives evidence of





Knows one field thoroughly.
Gives evidence of wide under¬
standing in many fields. Alert
to new developments. Eager to
learn. Energetic in developing
greater knowledge.
After all traits and skills have been rated the checks may be transferred to the Summary
Profile chart at the back of this booklet. The check marks should then be connected by straight
lines. The profile resulting will show at a glance points of strength and weakness and should
be an excellent basis for either a self-analysis or a supeiwisory conference. Ratings of the same
person made at different times or ratings made by different persons may be shown on the sum¬
mary profile by lines of different colors.
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Traits1.Attitude Toward Taking Suggestions
I i t I I I I
0 10 20 30
POOR
Antagonistic toward sugges¬
tions. Opposes without reason
plans made by colleagues and
supervisors. Puts policies into
practice only upon compulsion.
I I I I I I I
40 50 60
AVERAGE
Accepts suggestions. Does not
encourage colleagues or super¬
visors to offer suggestions.
Makes a reasonable effort to
put suggestions of supervisors
into practice.
I I t I I I I
70 80 90 100
EXCELLENT
Eager for suggestions. Encour¬
ages colleagues and supervisors
to offer suggestions. Makes
strenuous efforts to test the
merits of every suggestion made.
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
40 50 60 70 80 90 100
2.Appearance While on Duty
I I I I I I I
0 10 20 30
POOR
Untidy, ill-kept, lacking in per¬
sonal grooming.
AVERAGE
Clean, not always careful about




uses good taste in dress.3.Desire for Professional Growth
I 1 I I I!!!!!!!I
0 10 20 30
POOR
Reads barely enough to satisfy
minimum requirements. Avoids
a study of the problems involved
in teaching. Rarely attends pro¬
fessional meetings. Resists new




Reads a few professional books.
Attends professional meetings
occasionally. Accepts new plans
if urged by supervisors. Coop¬
erates in research if convenient.
70 ' 80 ' 90 ' 100
EXCELLENT
Reads widely. Makes a special
study of the particular prob¬
lems involved. Attends many
professional meetings. Makes
and tries out new plans. Assists
in research.
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4.Initiative
0 10 20 30
POOR
Sluggish. Does as little as pos¬
sible. Offers no suggestions.
Uses plans originated by others.
Leaves tasks unfinished. Does
not sense what is needed. Al¬
ways waits to be told what to do.
40 50 60 70
AVERAGE
Active. Does what is required.
Offers suggestions occasionally.
With some supervisory help
makes satisfactory plans. Usu¬
ally completes the less complex
tasks. Sometimes senses what
is needed and goes ahead with¬
outwaiting to be told what to do.
I I I t ■ I !_
80 90 100
EXCELLENT
Energetic. Does more than is
required. Offersmany construc¬
tive suggestions. Originates
new plans and carries them to
completion. Usually senses what
is needed and does it without
waiting to be told what to do. i5.Interest in the-Life of the Community
I I I I I I I I I I t I I
40 50 60 70 80 90 1000 ' 10 ' 20 ' 30
POOR
Disgruntled toward the com¬
munity and community affairs.
Refuses financial support tO
community organizations. Par¬
ticipates only under compulsion.
Neglects and ignores the teach¬
ing of community improvement.
AVERAGE
Loyal to the community but not
an active booster. Participates
but dofes not lead in supporting
community affairs. Teaching
children to improve their com-:
munity is incidental.
EXCELLENT
An active booster. Gives time
and money to support commu¬
nity organizations. Offers sug¬
gestions for community better¬
ment. Definitely plans to teach
children to improve their own
community.6,Interest in Life of the School
0 10 20 30
POOR
Negatively criticizes school life
but does not plan for improve¬
ments. Avoids participation in




Cooperates but does not lead
in planning to improve the life
of the school. Follows instead
of guiding student leadership.
Complacent concerning student
participation.
I I I I ! ! !_
70 80 90 100
EXCELLENT
Originates and carries out plans
to improve the school. Coop¬
erates in all school activities.
Guides students in developing a
wholesome and pleasant school
life. Strives to get all students
to participate in school activities.
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7.Leadership
0 ib ’ 20 ‘ 30
POOR
Passive. Irritates co-workers.
Refuses to take responsibility.
Develops antagonism among
students. Seldom gets things
done.
i ! ! ! I I ■
40 50 60
AVERAGE
Usually completes tasks as¬
signed. Works in harmony
with students and colleagues.
Reluctant to delegate respon¬
sibility. Hesitates to assume
leadership.
70 ' 80 '90 ' 100
EXCELLENT
Proposes plans and secures co¬
operation of colleagues and stu¬
dents. Can accept responsibility
or delegate it to others. Gets
things done and leaves a “good
feeling.”
8.Loyalty
b ' ib ‘ ^
POOR
Fault-finding. Gossips about
colleagues. Leaves things un¬
done in emergencies. Encour¬
ages those opposed to the school.
I I I I I 1 I
40 50 60
AVERAGE
Neither commends nor finds
fault. Does not add to gossip
but does not attempt to pre¬
vent it. Usually stands by
when needed.




pions the school if attacked.
Any negative comment is made
directly to the administrative
officer concerned.
9.Scholarship
I I ! ! ! ! L_
0 10 20 30
POOR
Knowledge limited to a few
things. Entirely unacquainted
in some fields. Meager back¬
ground for illustrative material.
No eagerness to become a mas¬
ter in a field.
40 ' 50 ' 60 '
AVERAGE
Possesses some knowledge of
the more commonly understood
fields. Sometimes uses back--
ground material for illustrative
purposes. Gives evidence of
continuous growth in under¬
standing.
70 ' 80 ' 90 ' 100
EXCELLENT
Knows one field thoroughly.
Gives evidence of wide under¬
standing in many fields. Alert
to new developments. Eager to
learn. Energetic in developing
greater knowledge.
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I!!!!!!!i i i i i i I i i I I
0 10 20 30
POOR
Subject matter selected by hur¬
ried reading of texts during class
period. Notes not available.
Plans for few or no activities.
40 50 60
AVERAGE
Subject matter usually well
chosen. Notes sometimes lacking.
Occasional delays for needed
material. Some activities coor¬
dinated into regular procedures.
70 80 90 100
EXCELLENT
Subject matter carefully se¬
lected. Notes available. Needed
material at hand, ready for
immediate use in illustration.
Plans to introduce many activ¬
ities as an integral part of the
learning procedure.11.Voice Quality
i i I I t i I
0 10 20 30
POOR
Lacks force and decision. Pitch
of voice irritating, nasal or
throaty. Volume insufficient.
Non-rhythmic.




Volume sufficient for medium¬
sized classes. Not irritating.
I I I I I I I
70 80 90 100
EXCELLENT
Speech is easily understood.
Tone well modulated. Rhyth¬
mic and pleasant. Volume
makes for attention.12.Willingness to Cooperate
II I I I I I
0 10 20 30
POOR
Finds it difficult to work as a
member of a group. Demands
special favors. Avoids doing
full share of work. Insists on
having own way.
I I I I I 1 !_
40 50 60
AVERAGE
Gets along without quarreling.
Gives and takes special favors.
Reluctantly accepts majority
opinion. Usually carries fair
share of the load.
I I I I I I I
70 80 90 100
EXCELLENT
Works in complete harmony.
Avoids asking special favors.
Modifies plans to conform to
majority opinion. Carries more
than full share of the load
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Skills1.Ability to Awaken Interest and Effort
0 10 ' 20 ' 30
POOR
Students have no incentive to
work. All student effort is be¬
cause of motives outside the
activity itself. At times the in-
. structor makes study repulsive.
I I I I I I I
40 50 60
AVERAGE
Instructor contributes to mak¬
ing the activity and the subject
matter meaningful. Some in¬
terest is developed in the mate¬
rial itself. Many students find
satisfaction in their work.
70 ' 80 ‘““90 Too
EXCELLENT
The instructor’s interpretations
and contributions stimulate stu¬
dents to put forth their best
effort. Doing more than enough
to meet minimum requirements
is common among students. The
students are usually interested
in the activity for its own sake.2.Ability to Discipline
I I I I I I I
0 10 20 30
POOR








Cordial and sympathetic under¬
standing. Usually cooperative
relationships.
I I I I I I I
70 80 90 100
EXCELLENT
Superior working conditions.
Differences in viewpoints wel¬
comed and respected. Marked
cooperation. Courtesy para¬
mount.3.Ability to Mix With Others
0 10 20 30
POOR
Irritating, avoided. Can not
make friends. Lacking in per¬
sonal charm.
40 50 60 70
AVERAGE




Liked by all. Wholesome influ¬
ence. No annoying mannerisms.
Always welcomed by others.
8 THE MORRISON RATING SCALE PROFILE FOR TEACHERS4.Application of Subject Matter to Present-Day Needs
t I I
0 10 20 30
POOR
Students are left to make their




Present-day problems are intro¬




Seldom uses illustrations, and
those used are frequently to en¬
tertain rather than to explain.
40 • 50 60
AVERAGE
Incidental illustrations. They
usually help in developing bet¬
ter understandings.
70 80 90 100
EXCELLENT
Frequent illustrations which al¬
ways pertain to the subject and
help in developing a better un¬
derstanding of it.6.Clarifying Purposes Underlying Teaching Procedures
I!I!I I I!!!i I
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
POOR AVERAGE EXCELLENT
Plans obscure and confusing.
No goals made evident. Stu¬
dents left in doubt. Relation¬
ships not evident.
Purpose of lesson usually clear
to the majority of students.
Goals are evident.
The purpose of each lesson or
class activity is pointed out to
the students, and is clearly un¬
derstood by them. Great effort
made to reach goals.
7. Definiteness in Making Assignments
I t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
POOR AVERAGE EXCELLENT
Assignments are made hurriedly
with little challenge to students.
Students frequently misunder¬
stand assignments.
Some assignments are not un¬
derstood by the students. On
the whole each knows what
to do.
Requirements for each unit of
work are stated definitely. Qual¬
ity of work expected, time for
completion, and form of finished
product are understood by the
students. Provision for indi¬
vidual differences made.
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8. Eflfectiveness in Getting Pupil Participation
' I - I I ' I!!I ' I : I ' I I ' I I
40 50 600 10 20 30
POOR
Only a few students are well
prepared. The others give no
evidence of study in prepara¬
tion for the lesson. Few or no
contributions or questions. At¬
tention spasmodic.
9. Eflfectlve Use of Questions
I 'l I I II I
0 10 20 30
POOR
,
No apparent plan for question¬
ing. Purpose of the questions
not clear.
AVERAGE
A majority of the students give
evidence of some preparation.
Attention frequently wanders.
There are occasional voluntary
contributions and questions.




ized and lacking in purpose.
For the most part the questions
are effective in guidance.
I I I I I I I
70 ' 80 90 100
EXCELLENT
Nearly all students come to class
thoroughly prepared. The ma¬
jority of them participate by
voluntary contributions and
questions. Attention for the
most part is fixed upon the
class activity. Response to
questions excellent.
I I I I I I I
70 80 90 100
EXCELLENT
The questions are large in scope.
The purpose of each question is
evident. Subordinate questions
grow out of class activity. The
questions control and direct the
activity.
10. Explaining Subject-Matter
I I I I I I I I
0 10 20 30
POOR
Students do not understand
meaning of words used. Mate¬
rial unorganized.
40 50 60 70
AVERAGE
Instructor usually makes his
meaning clear. Plan of organi¬
zation is understood by students.
I I I I I I
80 90 100
EXCELLENT
Everything is carefully organ¬
ized. Instructor uses words
and sentences understood by
students.
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11. Use of English
I I I I ! ! I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
POOR
Words drab and meaningless.
Inaccurate sentence and para¬
graph structure. Lacking in
force and variety. Usually mo¬
notonous.
AVERAGE
Choice of words sufficiently
discriminating to convey dif¬
ferences in meaning. Usually
accurate in sentence and para¬
graph structure. Expression
neither stimulating nor tire¬
some.
EXCELLENT
Uses colorful and descriptive
words. Sentence and paragraph
structure always accurate and
forceful. Variety in expression.
Stimulating.
12. Use of Test Materials
I I I I I I I
0 10 20 30
POOR
Examinations are hastily made.
Questions are often of the
“catch” variety. Grading does
not differentiate good and poor
students. Tests results not used
to guide subsequent teaching.
”40 “ 50 60
AVERAGE
Examinations are usually fairly
good. Given, as a rule, to grade
achievement rather than to
guide teaching procedures. For
the most part routine in nature.
70 80 ’ 90 ‘ loo
EXCELLENT
Students know when examina¬
tions will be given. Questions
clear, fair, and worth answering.
Papers graded fairly, and re¬
turned promptly. Re-teaching
follows examination.
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SUMMARY PROFILE*
Traits 0 10 20 30 40 SO 60 70 80 90 100
1. Attitude Toward Suggestions
2. Appearance
3. Desire for Professional Growth
4. Initiative
5. Interest in Life of Community




10. Thoroughness in Preparation
11. Voice Quality
12, Willingness to Cooperate
Skills
1. Ability to Awaken Interest and Effort
2. Ability to Discipline
3. Ability to Mix With Others
4. Application of Subject Matter to Present-Day
Needs
5. Aptness in Using Illustrative Material
6. Clarifying Purposes Underlying Teaching
Procedures
7, Definiteness in Making Assignments
8. Effectiveness in Getting Pupil Participation
9. Effective Use of Questions
10. Explaining Subject Matter
11. Use of English
12. Use of Test Materials
*Use a black line to connect points of rating for self-analysis.
Use a red line for ratings by a supervisor.
Use a green line to show ratings by a class.
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NOTES
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NOTES
